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Abstract

Technological developments have rapidly become a global trend, which can be analyzed with specific activities are integrated using a computer to assist the work of man. Aware of the importance of mastering technology, preferably accounting teachers at the University emphasizes how important mastery of computers and software on most courses in order to equip the students so that they can increase their value in the business world. This research aims to confirm the influence of computer attitude, Grade Point Average, computer self efficacy against computer anxiety on University accounting majors Gunadarma. This research use 100 questionnaires as a method to acquire the datas. then the data were analyzed by using multiple linear regression analysis and data processed to get a positive result the existence of negative influence among computer attitude, grade point average, computer self-efficacy against computer anxiety.

Index Terms: Computer Attitude, Grade Point Average, Computer Self Efficacy, Computer Anxiety.
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1. Introduction

Rapid technological development has become a global trend, where it can be explored with the frequent variety of activities that are integrated using computer devices to help alleviate human work. The role of technology, especially computers, can be an added value for individuals who want to win competition in the world of work. Recognizing the importance of mastering technology in the world of work. Accounting teachers emphasize the importance of mastering computers and software, in order to equip students so that
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they can increase their selling value in the world of work. These conditions directly affect the working patterns of accounting information systems.

To deal with the new development of information technology, one can respond to the presence of computers differently and not infrequently responded with rejection. This refusal may be caused by simple ignorance of computers or it may also be caused by deep anxiety or excessive fear of computer technology Jay[9] which is often referred to as "computerphobia" because new changes can cause stress. Pressure can be anxiety but some face it as a challenge. Anxiety is defined as a strong feeling of fear and concern that is not related to a particular threatening situation Wibowo and Hardiningsih[20].

Computer Anxiety is defined as the anxiety of computer use and anxiety about the negative effects of computer use on society Emmons[7], and many other researchers have found the phenomenon of computer anxiety. Computerized anxiety can be interpreted as a rejection of change. Rejection can be a symptom or something else such as fear of something unknown, fear of failure, or an unwillingness to change things now.

The results of previous studies by the Relationship between Computer Anxiety and Computer Self-Efficacy by Simsek[9] examined the relationship between Computer Anxiety and Computer Self-Efficacy in students and teachers in primary and junior secondary schools of the test.

People who are better at using computers can complete tasks faster would show that there is a negative correlation between computer anxiety on computer self-efficacy, Research Rifa., Et al., [14] on the Effects of Demographic and Personality Factors on Expertise in End-Using Computing Computer Attitude shows a person's reaction or judgment to a computer based on their pleasure or displeasure with computers. In other words, generally attitude shows the feeling of pleasure or displeasure of someone towards the stimulus object. The results of this study indicate that the discovery of a significant interaction between computer attitude, negatively affects computer phobia. Research Ali., Et al.,[4] concerning Computer Anxiety and Characteristics of Personality Types in Accounting Students. The results of this study show that there is no significant effect between Grade Point Average and Computer Anxiety.

Based on the above conditions, this opportunity examined the influence of Computer attitude, Grade Point Average and Computer self-efficacy on computer anxiety on accounting students at the 2014 Gunadarma University.

2. Objective

The main objective of this research is student majoring in accounting at Gunadarma University in 2014.

3. Significance

Get empirical evidence that there is a influence between computer attitude, grade point average and self-efficacy computer against computer anxiety partially and together in accounting department students at Gunadarma University.

4. Research Methodology

In this research, the object which is used as research is the student/College of accounting department at a private university namely Gunadarma University located on Jl. Margonda Raya No. 100, Pondok Cina, Depok research was conducted in 2015 sixth term undergraduate accounting students. This research uses quantitative approaches with data collection methods through interviews and questionnaires. Data collection results of questionnaires in the application of SPSS version 20, tabulation data is used to calculate each indicator several indicators used are Computer Anxiety, Computer Attitude, Grade Point Average, Computer Self-Efficacy. To process the data on the indicators using the classic test assumption method, questionnaire test, and hypothesis
test to determine the effect of Computer Attitude, Grade Point Average, Computer Self-Efficacy against Computer Anxiety

**i. Existing Methods and Analysis**

- **H1**: Computer anxiety levels in accounting students will vary according to their Computer Attitude.
- **H2**: Computer anxiety levels in accounting students will vary according to their Grade Point Average.
- **H3**: Computer anxiety levels in accounting students will vary according to their Computer Self Efficacy.
- **H4**: The influence of the together between Computer Attitude, Grade Point Average, and Computer Self Efficacy against Computer Anxiety in accounting students

**ii. Experimental Results and Analysis**

Table 1. Multiple linear regression analysis for the influence of computer attitude, grade point average and computer self-efficacy against computer anxiety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unstandardized Coefficients</td>
<td>Standardized Coefficients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std Error</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (Constant)</td>
<td>50.780</td>
<td>9.279</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer_Attitude</td>
<td>-.500</td>
<td>.237</td>
<td>-.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade_Point_Average</td>
<td>1.103</td>
<td>1.515</td>
<td>.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer_self_efficacy</td>
<td>-.440</td>
<td>.163</td>
<td>-.253</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a. Dependent Variable: Computer_Anxiety

\[
\bar{Y} = \alpha + \beta_1 X_1 + \beta_2 X_2 + \beta_3 X_3 + \varepsilon \quad (1)
\]
Where:

\[ Y = \text{Computer Anxiety} \]
\[ \chi_1 = \text{Computer Attitude} \]
\[ \chi_2 = \text{Grade Point Average} \]
\[ \chi_3 = \text{Computer Self Efficacy} \]
\[ \beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3 = \text{Regression coefficient} \]
\[ \alpha = \text{Coefficient of constants} \]

\[ Y = 50.780 - 0.508\chi_1 + 1.103\chi_2 - 0.440\chi_3 + \varepsilon \] (2)

Figure 50.780 indicates that the value of Computer Anxiety (\( \bar{Y} \)) is 50.780 with no influence from Computer Attitude (\( \chi_1 \)), Grade Point Average (\( \chi_2 \)), and Computer Self Efficacy (\( \chi_3 \)). The value of variable regression coefficient obtained for Computer Attitude (\( \chi_1 \)) is 0.508. This shows that every increase in the Computer Attitude of one unit, then will be followed by a decrease in Computer Anxiety level of -0.508 units and vice versa each unit of decline in Computer Attitude will be followed also with increased Computer Anxiety of -0.508 units with other variables assumptions such as Grade Point Average (\( \chi_2 \)) and Computer Self Efficacy (\( \chi_3 \)).

The value of the variable regression coefficient obtained for Grade Point Average (\( \chi_2 \)) is 1.103. This indicates that each enhancement of the Grade Point Average of one unit, then will be followed by an increase in the level of Computer Anxiety of 1.103 units and vice versa any one unit reduction over the Grade Point Average will be followed with the decrease of Computer Anxiety amounted to 1.103 units assuming other variables such as Computer_Attitude (\( \chi_1 \)) and Computer Self Efficacy (\( \chi_3 \)). This shows that students with a Grade Point Average value of 3.0 and above are not severely influenced by computer anxiety.

The value of the variable regression coefficient obtained for Computer Self Efficacy (\( \chi_3 \)) is -0.440. This indicates that every upgrade over Computer Self Efficacy (\( \chi_3 \)). By one unit, it will be followed by a decrease in Computer Anxiety level of -0.440 units and vice versa of any single unit drop over Computer Self Efficacy (\( \chi_3 \)). It will also be followed by increasing Computer Anxiety of -0.440 units with the assumption of other variables such as Computer Attitude (\( \chi_1 \)) and Computer Self Efficacy (\( \chi_3 \)).

The default Error (\( \varepsilon \)) is the maximum value of an error that can occur in estimating the average population based on a sample. Because multiple linear regression tests are used to find a significant look at independent variables against dependent variables then we only focus on the Beta columns in the Unstandarized Coefficients table and the significance column due to the beta coefficient Used to see the importance of each relative independent variable, so that the error standard does not need to be invoked.
5. Observation and Discussion

This research illustrates the observation in four aspects, namely the effect of Computer Attitude on Computer Anxiety, the effect of Grade Point Average on Computer Anxiety, Computer Self Efficacy influence on Computer Anxiety, influence Computer Attitude, Grade Point Average, Computer Self Efficacy together against Computer Anxiety observation on various datasets presented for experimental validation.

i. Computer Attitude influence on Computer Anxiety

Based on the results of the study, individually computer Attitude has a negative influence and significant effect on computer Anxiety in Accounting college student Gunadarma University. It is shown with a value of \( t_{\text{test}} \leq t_{\text{table}} \) \((-2.245 < 1.660\) and the significance in the \( T_{\text{test}} \) is less than 0.05 \((0.034 < 0.05)\) then the \( H_0 \) in decline, the student have an optimistic tendency to use the computer. In the description of the lowest score variable is on the 2nd statement, that is about the computer makes me uncomfortable because I could not use it with a total score of 103. This is so long as students are uncomfortable in using because the factor can not operate, while the highest score is on the 20th statement, that is about me difficult to work using a computer with a total score of 138. From the research results the higher the value of Computer Attitude decreases Computer Anxiety influence in students, because the higher the comfort of students in using computers on daily life then the lower the level Anxiety in the use of computers in daily life, it supports the previous research on the influence of computer Attitude on Computer Anxiety conducted by Adebowale[1], Purnomo[13], Igbaria[8, 19], Nickell[10] and Afriana[2], there is a Significant influence between computer attitude towards skill in using computer. Students with a comfortable or uncomfortable attitude towards computer use can affect daily computer use.

Referring to the attitude indicated by the respondent in this study, the result of Computer Attitude calculation against Computer Anxiety on the questionnaire showed that respondents tend to be pessimistic in computer use.

ii. Grade Point Average influence on Computer Anxiety

Based on the results of the study, partial Grade Point Average does not affect the Computer Anxiety in Accounting college student Gunadarma University. It is shown with the value of \( t_{\text{test}} \leq t_{\text{table}} \) \((0.728 < 1.660)\) and the significance of the \( T_{\text{test}} \) more large of 0.05 \((0.468 > 0.05)\) then the \( H_0 \) in the accepted that means no influence between the Grade Point Average with Computer Anxiety. Based on the results obtained in the description of the lowest score variable is found in the alignment with the value of Grade Point Average 0-2.00, which is 0 respondents. This means that the student Department of Accountancy no one has a Grade Point Average 0-2.00, while the highest score is found in the statement with the value of Grade Point Average 3.01-3.50, which is of 220 so long as the student Department of Accounting largely Has a Grade Point Average value of 3.01-3.50. But in the use of computer Grade Point Average value on students majors of accounting do not influence each other because in students with the Grade Point Average 0-2.00 Less concerned in the use of computers on daily life, but the student with the Grade Point Average 3.01-3.50 cares about the use of computers in everyday life but lack of expertise is the cause of students anxious to use the computer. It supports previous research on the influence of Grade Point Average on Computer Anxiety conducted by Syaiful[3], B. Kannan[5], and Sam[16]. The experience of using a computer has a strong relationship with computer anxiety. So that students who have high Grade Point Average is not necessarily more often using computers compared to students who have lower Grade Point Average.
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Average, and has no impact on the level of anxiety in computing a computer among students who have high Grade Point Average with students who have lower Grade Point Average.

iii. Computer Self Efficacy influence on Computer Anxiety

Based on the results of the study, it is shown with a value \( t_{test} < t_{table} \) \((-2.703 < 1.660\) and the significance in \( T_{test} \) is less than 0.05 \((0.008 < 0.05)\) then the \( H_0 \) in the decline. In the description of the lowest score variable is on the 2nd statement, I can get the job done using the package program (software), if I have not used the software package like that before. With a total score of 257. It means that students are not confident in completing all the tasks that use the computer although the student have not used the software, while the highest score is on the 1st statement, namely I can finish the job using the package program (software), if no one around me tells me what to do with the total score of 320. Therefore, individually computer Self Efficacy has a negative influence and significant effect on computer Anxiety in Accounting college student Gunadarma University. The result of the study above can be concluded that the higher the value of Computer Self Efficacy in the student then the less influence Computer Anxiety on students, this is because the higher confident students in using Computer on daily life hence the diminishing influence of anxiety in the use of computers on daily life. This supports previous research on Computer Self Efficacy influence on Computer Anxiety conducted by Nur'ain Achim[11,17] The main factor affecting Computer Self Efficacy against Computer Anxiety is Because of the lack of updates of computer technology in daily life. These results were also reinforced by several empirical results of previous research conducted by Simsek[18], Campeau[6], Agarwal [3,15] and Parasara[12] who also supported the results of this study.

iv. Influence Computer Attitude, Grade Point Average, Computer Self Efficacy together against Computer Anxiety

Based on the results of the research, Computer Attitude, Grade Point Average, and Computer Self Efficacy have positive and significant effect on Computer Anxiety in accounting students at Gunadarma University. It is indicated by \( F_{test} > F_{table} \) \((5.151 > 3.09)\) and the significance is less than 0.05 \((0.002 < 0.05)\) then \( H_0 \) in the decline. This means Computer Attitude has a thorough negative influence on Computer Anxiety in students, in addition to Computer Attitude, Grade Point Average can also affect the level of Computer Anxiety on students in the use of computers, in addition Grade Point Average, Computer Self Efficacy is another important element that can negatively affect Computer Anxiety in student. All three independent variables are related and mutually affecting one another.

6. Conclusion

Based on the results of the research conducted, the following analyses and recommendations that have been submitted earlier, can be concluded as follows:

1. Based on the results of the research, it can be noted that Computer Attitude, Grade Point Average, Computer Self Efficacy has a significant relation and influence on Computer Anxiety, therefore it is expected to the University of Gunadarma to be more often Use the computer to provide lecture materials and assignments to students. It can also be applied by other universities of the same type.

2. This research is expected to be a reference to develop similar research in the future, this model of research can be developed by adding other variables that affect Computer Anxiety, such as locus of control, gender, Individual innovativeness or organization support, and samples of students from other majors or the general public, so that this research can be more commonly used.
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